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All in one.
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MULTIPURPOSE CRUSHER FOR PROFESSIONALS 

R���R � ��� POWER RANGE 250-700hp
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have been designed and manufactured in Finland with the best raw materials and by quali-
!ed and experienced professionals. MJF-240 S is the latest model in the MeriCrusher product 
range and it is unmatched any other mulchers on the market. Its key features meet contractors’ 
demands.  

The continuously adjustable screen plate, articulated frame around the line of transmission 
and large rotor diameter make for an incredibly versatile and cost-e"ective machine that can 
handle both surface and deep mulching e#ciently and with excellent results. 
The patented screen plate crushes all of the organic material; when the screen plate is in the 
lower position, all material is forced through the screen apertures, guaranteeing excellent 
mulching results. With the screen fully open, deep mulching can be carried out, or, at higher 
working speeds, coarse surface mulching can be performed. The hydraulic screen plate can be 
continuously adjusted during driving.  

The articulated frame makes it possible to adjust the processing depth without adjusting the 
height of the three-point linkage. This ensures a good cardan shaft angle under all operating 
conditions. In the highest position above ground, the rotor can reach tall stumps or large 
standing trees, for example, allowing them to be mulched e#ciently and safely without break-
ing the cardan shaft. The deepest working depth is achieved in the deep mulching position. In 
severe conditions this requires the most power and exactly the right cardan shaft angle. 
MJF-240 S mulcher-tillers are designed to withstand working at high power and they are com-
patible with heavy-duty agricultural and speciality tractors. The transmission is equipped with a 
POC overload clutch and slip detection to warn the driver of any transmission slipping.
In the STX model, the gearbox is at one end of the rotor, leaving the other end of the trans-
mission in neutral. In the DTX model there is a gearbox at each end of the rotor, which almost 
doubles its capacity.

 
MeriCrushers are designed for demanding land clearing  in a wide variety of environments. 
They are suitable for forestry, agricultural and right-of-way clearing in all operating conditions. 
MeriCrushers o"er exceptional performance, whether  crushing stumps in a forest, clearing 
!elds or clearing land for construction.

Top-of-the-range features – all in the same machine.

For versatile mulching and tilling
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SPECIFICATIONS:

MJF-240 S-STX MJF-240 S-DTX

Rotor diameter Ø mm 800 800

Rotor width mm 2435 2435

Total width mm 2855 3010

Working depth max. mm 400 400

Weight with equipment kg 4550 5120

Power range hp 280-400 280-700

Cutter quantity,  STB pcs 118 118

PTO rpm 1000 1000



 

MERICRUSHERS
Optional equi pment and features | MJF-240 S

SLIDING SCREEN PLATE 
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allow the material through at just the right size. Larger-pieces of organic material are !rst pre-crushed at the rear of the frame by 
counter blades and then reduced to the required size by the screen plate against the edges of the openings. The screen plate height is 
hydraulically adjusted from the tractor cab and can also be adjusted during operation. This screening solution guarantees very good 
results even when used with a stabilising rotor in deep milling and at a low rpm typical of stabilising rotors. This requires less power 
and keeps the wear and tear on the equipment low. 

ARTICULATED FRAME AND TRANSMISSION 
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linkage, ensuring the optimal cardan shaft angle whether milling on the surface or deeper in the ground. The pivot joint is posi-
tioned around the secondary transmission midpoint with a strong plain bearing. The actual adjustments are made smoothly with the 
hydraulic cylinder; this adjustment can also be carried out during operation. The Transmission includes either one or two !nal gear-
boxes, allowing up to 700 horsepower. The transmission is prevented from overloading with a pressure-controlled POC clutch, while a  
line-mounted slipping sensor warns the driver if the clutch is slipping.

EQUIPMENT 
VWXYZ[\]^ Y_ZY Y`\\_Ya with a wide operating area and a large diameter. In the upper position it is used for felling trees and in the lower 
position for supporting the machine as well as compacting tilled surfaces. Thanks to its large diameter the roller carries the weight of 
the machine well even on soft surfaces. 
Hydraulic rear plate, for controlling the "ow of material to the counter blade and onward to the crushing process. A mechanical plate 

is also available.  Its position can be adjusted using the rear roller.
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MERICARE

MERICARE maintenance and spare part services will increase the 

At suokone we have understood right from the start, that the products are designed to withstand 
many decades and therefore spares and wearing parts availability will be !rst class and reliable.

Our product design also has taken into account the fact that the majority of products can be updated
at any time to the latest model, this easily increases the products value as well as second hand value 

considerably.

Get to know other Suokone versatile product categories:

MERICRUSHERS MERIROADEQ MERIPEATEQ MERITRACTORS 


